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a random walk takes place that is independent ofthe coloring. Under what conditions 
on coloring and walk do the following mixing properties hold? 
lim P([s]on[t],,)= P([s]o)P([t]o), 
l ' l  - -> 00  
(1) 
lim P([ S]oC~ [t]rk) = P([s]o)P([ t]ol0 is black). 
k~oc 
(2) 
Here: 
P is the probability measure for combined process of coloring and walk, 
s, t are the local color sceneries of 0 (the origin), 
[s], is the event hat walker sees local scenery s relative to his position at time n, 
Tk is the time at which walker hits a black site for the kth time. 
(2) cannot be deduced from (I) and is in fact a much deeper property than (I). 
An interesting consequence of (2) is that Tk+I -- Tk has a limit distribution as k --> ~. 
This limit distribution can be expressed in terms of the distribution of T1. 
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Mean Zero Variates 
Michael J. Klass, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA 
Let X, X1, X2, . . .  be i.i.d, mean zero random variables. Put Sk = X~ +. . "  + Xk. 
We prove that, for every n 1> 1, 
+~ E max Sk ~ (2 -  n-1)ES+, 
l~k~n 
This result is nearly sharp, since if P(X  = 1) = P(X = -1)  =½, then 
E max S k (2 _- -1/2 +x + + = -n  y.)ES,,, where lim 3'. =~/rr/2. 
I~k~n n-+oo 
Random Walks and Convolution Equivalent Distributions 
Claudia Kliippelberg, Universitiit Mannheim, FR Germany 
Consider an M/G/1 queue with arrival rate A and service-time distribution F of 
mean/z. If p := ;t/z is less than 1, then the stationary waiting-time distribution exists 
and is given by 
O0 
W(x)= E 
n=0 
(1 -p)p"FT*(x), 
where Fx(x) :=/z -1 Jo F(Y) dy is the integrated tail distribution of F. Under certain 
conditions on F~ the class S(y) of convolution equivalent distributions is the 
characterizing class for tail-equivalence of W and FI, where a distribution F belongs 
